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Abstract 
This paper presents an alternative heuristic methodology to be used in the design of 
balanced partitions associated with the servicing of arcs in a rural region. The 
construction of partitions is partially based on the sweep algorithm, where the relative 
geographic position of nodes is determined by their polar coordinate angles. A penalty 
function is used to quantify if a solution is well balanced. Furthermore a cluster penalty 
promotes the connectivity of the arcs within their vehicle cone. The algorithm is applied to 
the municipality of Glabbeek in order to produce street clusters for waste collection that 
are balanced with regard to service time and collected quantity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
How to organise the collection and the disposal of waste is a question faced 
by many municipalities. In this paper we will focus on the refuse collection 
part. This problem is probably the most common Arc Routing Problem 
(ARP) application. In ARPs, the objective is to determine a least-cost 
traversal of a specified arc subset of a graph, with or without constraints. 
A class of the ARPs is the so-called Chinese Postman Problem (CPP), where 
the question is to determine a minimum length route covering each arc at 
least once. When it is required to traverse only a subset of all arcs, the 
problem becomes a Rural Postman Problem (RPP). If we are confronted 
with capacity constraints, we have a Capacitated Arc Routing Problem 
(CARP), or respectively a Capacitated Chinese and Rural Postman Problem 
(CCPP and CRPP). When costs are situated on the nodes instead of on the 
arcs, we have a Node Routing Problem (NRP) or Travelling Salesman 
Problem (TSP). A capacitated NRP is known as a Vehicle Routing Problem 
(VRP). This VRP has been the focus of much research attention (Laporte 
1998; Beltrami and Bodin 1974). A taxonomy for vehicle routing and a 
classification of solution strategies are presented by Bodin and Golden 
(1981). 
The CARP is a very complex problem that is NP-hard (Golden and Wong 
1981; Roy and Rousseau 1988), but has many real life applications: mail 
distribution, garbage collection, snow removal, school transportation, 
electric meter reading, parking meter collecting, .... Examples of CARP 
applications for public waste collection can be found in Gelders and 
Cattryse (1991) for the North East area of Brussels and in Bodin, Fagin, 
Welebny and Greenberg (1989) for the town of Oyster Bay, New York. 
Because of the computational complexity of the problem, several heuristic 
procedures, generating near optimal solutions, have been developed. A 
comprehensive summary of exact and heuristic algorithms for different 
ARPs is presented by Eiselt, Gendreau and Laporte (1995a, 1995b). 
Golden, DeArmon and Baker (1983) developed and tested heuristic 
algorithms for solving a class of CARPs. An interesting comparison of the 
most popular heuristics for the CARP can be found in Pearn (1989). In 
general, most of the heuristic methods proposed can be classified as simple 
or two-phase tour construction procedures or as tour improvement 
procedures (Eiselt, Gendreau and Laporte 1995b). A two-phase approach, 
in which a tour construction procedure is followed by a tour improvement 
procedure, is also common (Russell 1995). An example of a two-phase tour 
construction procedure is the Cluster-First, Route-Second Heuristic. Here, 
the arcs are first partitioned into clusters, each satisfying the capacity 
constraints, and then a route is determined for every cluster. A similar 
heuristic algorithm can be used for VRPs (Gillett and Miller 1974; Fisher 
and Jaikumar 1981; Baker and Sheasby 1999). 
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The waste collection problem we were confronted with, was slightly 
different from the above mentioned CARPs due to corporate tradition and 
stress on social implications of the implementation of the solution. We 
therefore tried to develop an alternative heuristic that would take into 
account the characteristics of this municipal problem. 
First there was the preference of the routing manager to assign entire 
streets instead of street segments to each vehicle. An exception could be 
made for very long and dense streets, with clear cut-off points. The reason 
for keeping most streets together comes from the objective to minimize the 
number of complaints by unsatisfied customers. A street is a clearly 
defmed basic unit, and this procedure avoids misunderstandings about 
which vehicle will service which customer. 
Next, a crucial difference in the solution requirements occurred from the 
belief in adaptive optimisation and because ofthe "fini-fini" contracts of the 
sanitation employees. A "fini-fini" contract implies that, even if the job is 
done early, the employees are paid for a full days work. This incentive 
results in very efficient routing and servicing by truckers and binmen. 
From discussions with route planners of InterLeuvenl it became obvious 
that the garbage trucks never followed exactly the same routes for the 
collection of waste. Due to circumstances like road works, weather 
conditions, special events, accidents and other causes of traffic jams, the 
drivers usually determine their most efficient route on the spot. The 
principle of adaptive optimisation, where drivers learn from their previous 
routing and from their knowledge of the road characteristics and receive 
the possibility to implement this information by adapting their tour, is 
perceived as an important motivational factor for the employees. This 
sense of involvement and control is crucial to a successful implementation. 
Therefore there is no stress on the routing part, since this is an important 
responsibility of the sanitation vehicle drivers. This element causes an 
essential difference between our aim and that of the previously described 
CARPs. 
Finally, a balanced workload and service time of the vehicles was expected 
by the route planners. A balanced amount of refuse collected by the 
different vehicles would eliminate social conflicts due to unequal workload 
and would result in a better repartition of the waste collection, thus 
lowering the probabilities of a lorry having to dump before having serviced 
all the scheduled streets. Even more important was a balanced working 
time. Besides the perceived social equality, this would diminish the 
variation in arrival times, thus reducing the number of vehicles needed to 
perform the morning and the afternoon shift. 
1 InterLeuven is a governmental organization that was developed as a cooperation between 
different municipalities of the Leuven area in order to achieve their refuse collection and 
disposal needs. 
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In sum, the problem described is clearly different from the traditional 
CARP. It can moreover be described as an Arc Partitioning Problem (APP). 
Bodin and Levy (1991) define the APP as the breaking of a network with 
arc set R into connected subnetworks (partitions) such that the workload in 
each partition is about the same, each arc in R is assigned to one and only 
one partition and both arcs between a pair of nodes are assigned to the 
same partition. The same arc partitioning algorithm, based on adding 
adjacent counterpart arcs with the most service time to partitions with the . 
least service time assigned to, can be found in their paper discussing the 
arc oriented location routing problem (Levy and Bodin 1989). Karp (1975) 
has shown that the partition problem is NP-complete. 
The aim of this paper is to introduce an alternative way of determining 
balanced street clusters associated with the waste collection in 
municipalities. Our approach adapts elements of the sweep algorithm, 
originally used for clustering customers in a vehicle-dispatch problem 
(Gillett and Miller 1974) and elements of the seed point selection algorithm 
of Fisher and Jaikumar (1981). Recently Novaes and Graciolli (1999) 
presented a methodology, based on the sweep algorithm, in order to 
partition a region of clients into quasi-homogeneous delivery districts in a 
near-optimal way. We will use the basic idea of the sweep algorithm in an 
arc environment. Furthermore, the generated partitions in our problem 
require balancing in service time and quantity collected. 
2. HEURISTIC PROCEDURE 
The basic idea of the heuristic procedure was to quickly generate equal-
effort partitions that could help the route planner distribute the streets of a 
municipality amongst the garbage collection vehicles he planned on using 
in a certain area. The following data of every street requiring service are 
necessary to run the heuristic: 
• a unique street-identification number 
• two pairs of rectangular coordinates 
• service time 
• quantity collected. 
Note that we only consider the streets requiring service. This results from 
our aim to balance the total service time and quantity collected of every 
street cluster, thus creating equal-effort partitions. The two pairs of 
rectangular coordinates defining a street are the most extreme coordinates 
by which a street can be accessed in the municipality. First, we do a pre-
clustering on the geographic data. This is done by eliminating dead end 
streets, as described in section 3. 
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Like the sweep algorithm and Fisher and Jaikumars seed point selection 
algorithm, the general idea of the heuristic is to add nodes (street 
coordinates) that are "close" to each other to a partition until a stopping 
criterion is reached. The "closeness" between nodes is based on the polar 
coordinate angle of each node. 
A crucial point in our heuristic is the stopping criterion. The sweep 
algorithm of Gillett and Miller keeps adding nodes until the capacity of a 
vehicle is exceeded. This will obviously create unbalanced partitions, 
forcing maximum capacity into all but the last vehicle. Fisher and 
Jaikumar define a customer cone for every node. Since in their definition a 
fraction of this cone represents a fraction of the weight of the customer, 
they are able to compute vehicle cones that are perfectly balanced, without 
actually having balanced partitions. Another major difference is that we 
consider an environment with demand on the arc, where every demand is 
represented by two pairs of rectangular coordinates, implying 
correspondence between these nodes. 
Our balanced sweep procedure can be visualised as an expanding vehicle 
cone, with a fixed and a moving ray. Every time an un-serviced node 
(coordinate) is encountered by the moving ray, the time and quantity of the 
corresponding street are added to that vehicle cone and the corresponding 
node is marked as serviced. A penalty function quantifies the quality of the 
current partitioning, taking into account the connectivity of the cluster and 
future penalties caused by poor balancing. Adding a street to the partition 
diminishes the value of the penalty function up to a certain point, since this 
value is computed as an absolute deviation from a target value. Therefore, 
the algorithm can stop adding nodes to a vehicle cone once this penalty 
function is minimized. Once a vehicle cone has stopped expanding, a new 
one is started, with the fixed ray being the final moving ray of the previous 
vehicle cone. 
The advantage of our approach is that every two dimensional coordinate is 
reduced to a one dimensional value based on the polar coordinate angle, 
allowing very easy calculations during the construction of partitions once 
the angles are sorted. This transformation of the coordinates embodies 
both the strength and the weakness of the heuristic. Due to the arc 
environment we operate in, this loss of geographic information will enhance 
the possibility that a street will be assigned to a partition it is completely 
unconnected with. Usually these unconnected streets nicely connect to the 
partition in a later stage of the construction process due to the inclusion of 
more "close" streets. Nevertheless, we included a dynamic cluster penalty 
that adaptively penalizes the assignment of unconnected streets to a 
partition in order to minimize the occurrence of unconnected partitions in 
the final solution. 
As in the sweep algorithm, the procedure consists of repeated sweeps with 
every node as a starting node for the fixed ray of the first expanding vehicle 
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cone. During the process of partition construction, the current best 
solution (with the lowest penalty) serves as a lower bound. Our procedure 
does not consider replacing or switching nodes between adjacent vehicle 
cones at the end of a sweep. 
3. PRE-CLUSTERING BY ELIMINATING DEAD ENDS 
The geographic data can be obtained from a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) software or can be manually derived from a cartographic 
representation of the municipality. Each street is represented by its two 
most extreme coordinates. In order to simplify the input data and tailor it 
for our heuristic procedure, we will first do a pre-clustering on the data, 
eliminating the dead end streets of the input data. 
A dead end street is only accessible by one street of the municipality, and 
therefore can be identified in a GIS environment as having only one 
adjacent street in the municipality. It is required that the lorries limit 
their servicing to the borders of the municipality since every municipality 
is charged according to' the weight of the refuse collected in their municipal 
area. The pre-clustering procedure consists of automatically connecting the 
dead ends to their adjacent street. This is done by adding the service time 
and quantity of the dead end street to those of its adjacent street and then 
eliminating the dead end from the input data and from the adjacency lists. 
This pre-clustering procedure is then repeated several times, until no dead 
ends remain in the input data. In the light of this dead end elimination, 
the extreme coordinates of a street are defined as being the most extreme 
coordinates by which a street can be accessed in the municipality. If a 
street is adjacent to two or more streets, but this adjacency happens in the 
same node, this street is also qualified as a dead end street. The adjacent 
street from which this dead end street can be accessed by a right turn is 
then promoted as the unique adjacent street. 
The addition of this pre-clustering on the input data resulted in 
remarkably better partitioning solutions. Due to the filtering out all the 
tree constructions, the input set namely becomes a connected cluster with 
no loose ends disturbing the quality of the solutions of the heuristic 
procedure. 
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4. SORTING BASED ON POLAR COORDINATE .ANGLE VALUES 
Before starting with the construction of partitions, a value based on the 
polar coordinate angles of every node of the pre-clustered data set is 
calculated. Afterwards these values are sorted in descending order. 
Because we are not confronted with a fixed depot as the origin, we propose 
to use the centre of gravity of the input data as origin. It is important to 
note that the generated partitions will vary according to the choice of the 
ongm. However, in view of the calculation of the cluster penalty, the 
centre of gravity looks appealing as origin because it also takes into 
account the respective weights of the nodes. Since servicing time and 
quantity collected are usually rather correlated, we will only use the refuse 
quantity for the determination of the centre of gravity. 
The following notations and definitions will be used throughout the next 
paragraph to clarify the computation of the value based on the polar 
coordinate angle of every node: 
n number of rectangular coordinates in the adapted data set 
n/2 number of streets in the adapted data set 
(xpy) rectangular coordinates ofi-th node adapted to the origin 
(x .. y) by subtraction of the origin coordinates (i = 1,2, ... ,n) 
value based on the polar angle ofi-th node (i = l,2, ... ,n) 
radius of the i-th node. 
In stead of using the arctan function to calculate the angles in radians, we 
define a value VALi for every coordinate (Xi)y) using the fact that 
cos 0. = xJ R i • In order to define a unique value for every coordinate with 
angle 8, we distinguish two situations according to the value of Yi: 
VALi = x/Ri + 1 
VALi = -[x/Ri + 11 if Y i < 0 
This results in a unique value in the interval [-2, 21 for every node with 
angle 8. The nodes (and their corresponding street number, service time 
and quantity) are then sorted in descending order of VAL i • This sorted list 
will determine the expansion of the vehicle cone in the construction of the 
partitions. Every time a following node is selected from the sorted list, this 
corresponds to an expansion of the cone. 
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5. CONSTRUCTION OF BALANCED PARTITIONS 
The construction of balanced partitions starts with the computation of 
some target values. The mean service time (MEANT) and the mean weight 
(MEANW) of a vehicle are identified using the total service time (TOTS), 
the total weight (TOTW) and the total number of vehicles to be used (K). 
MEANT = TOTS / K and MEANW = TOTW / K 
We define a weighted absolute deviation from these means as the gist of 
the balancing penalty function (PEN), implying that every deviation is 
penalised and that a 'best balanced' solution can be selected. If Pi and P2 
are two different partitionings, then Pi is defined as better than P2 if 
PEN(Pi) < PEN(P2). Some authors only penalize solutions that exceed 
some lower or upper bound, thus creating an interval wherein solutions are 
considered to be balanced (Bodin and Levi 1991; Garfinkel and Nemhauser 
1970; Mehrotra, Johnson and Nemhauser 1998). This can enhance the 
management involvement, but generally means no more than adding a 
parameter to the algorithm identifying how much deviation is tolerated. 
Next, we start filling up a truck by adding streets to the vehicle cone. As 
stated in the previous section, the expansion of the cone is determined by 
selecting the next node in the sorted list. The service time and weight of 
the next street (if it hasn't been serviced yet) are added to the total vehicle 
time and weight and the complementary node is marked as 'serviced'. 
Then the weighted absolute deviation of the total vehicle time and weight 
to a target time and weight is computed. These targets will first be equal 
to the mean values, then they will be adapted according to the observed 
deviations from the mean values as illustrated in the next paragraph. We 
fill up the vehicle as long as the new deviation is smaller than the previous 
one, thus minimizing the absolute deviations towards the targets. Once a 
vehicle is filled, we calculate the balancing penalty by first comparing the 
total vehicle time and weight to the mean time and weight. We keep track 
of the total positive and negative deviations from the mean over all the 
used vehicles. At the end of the construction of partitions, the total positive 
deviation from the mean will have to be compensated by exactly the same 
total negative deviation from the mean. Therefore we can multiply by 2 the 
larger of the current total positive or negative deviations for both time and 
weight in order to generate a lower bound. Multiplying the larger total 
deviation by 2 namely indicates the lowest balancing penalty that could 
eventually be reached with the current allocation to the vehicles. In the 
next section we will explain the computations of the cluster penalty that 
will be added to the balancing penalty in order to sum to the total penalty 
function. This total penalty is then compared to the current lowest penalty 
in order to check if the partitioning under construction could lead to a 
better solution than the current one. 
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AI!, explained above, we start loading a new vehicle once the new deviation 
to a target exceeds the previous deviation. The time and weight targets for 
the first vehicle equal the respective mean values. For the next vehicles, 
these target values (TARGETTIME and TARGETWEIGHT) are calculated 
as the difference between their mean value (MEANT and MEANW) and the 
sum of their total positive and negative deviations (POST, NEGT, POSw, 
NEGW) divided by 2. 
TARGETTIME = MEANT - (POST + NEGT) / 2 
TARGETWEIGHT = MEANW - (POSW + NEGW) / 2 
The objective of these adapted target values is to minimize the total 
balancing penalty given the current allocations. These targets are namely 
situated in the centre of the intervals wherein total partition time or 
weight will not add to the total penalty because the larger positive or 
negative deviation will remain unchanged. Considering this, the target of 
the last vehicle must be set equal to the difference of the mean value and 
the sum of the total positive and negative deviations. This target value of 
the last vehicle will then always be just the time or weight left for the last 
partition. Using these adapted target values usually succeeds in creating a 
partitioning with the lowest total balancing penalty. Although it is possible 
to conceive counter examples, where a better partitioning is generated by 
choosing to stop adding streets to a vehicle at a node where the deviation to 
the target is not necessarily the smallest, this should not be alarming. Due 
to the repeating of the partitioning procedure with every node as the 
starting node, these 'better' solutions will generally be produced with 
another starting node. 
6. CLUSTER PENALTY 
We included a cluster penalty in order to stimulate the connectivity 
between the streets of a partition. This penalty is based on the idea that a 
street that has its both nodes included in a partition is completely 
connected to that partition. If only one node of a street is in the partition, 
the street is said to be "free". This un-connectivity is then quantified by the 
number of nodes between this nodes complementary node and the closest 
bound of the partition, represented by the fixed ray or by the moving ray. 
When a street is added to the partition and its complementary node is 
closer to the moving ray, this "free" street has its maximum impact on the 
cluster penalty at the inclusion of the node to the partition. However, the 
impact of this node on the cluster penalty will diminish as the construction 
procedure goes on. This is due to lesser nodes separating the moving ray 
from the complementary node. Every time the moving ray expands, the 
next node will be considered to be either skipped (because its 
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complementary node was already serviced by this vehicle or a previous one) 
or to be added to the current vehicle cone. When a node is skipped because 
already serviced by the current vehicle, a "free" street of this partition is 
embedded in the partition. This means the partition has one less "free" 
street and that the penalty impact of the remaining "free" streets is 
decreased by 1. When a node is skipped because already serviced by a 
previous vehicle, the number of "free" streets of this partition stays the 
same, and the penalty impact of the "free" streets in this partition is 
lowered by 1. Finally, when a node is added to the current vehicle cone, the 
penalty impact of the "free" streets in this partition decreases by 1 and a 
new "free" street is added to the partition depending on which of the rays of 
the current vehicle cone is closest to the complementary node. 
When a street is added to the partition and its complementary node is 
closer to the fixed ray, the impact on the cluster penalty will remain 
constant, namely the number of nodes separating the fixed ray from the 
complementary node. 
Inherent to the calculation of the cluster penalty, the cluster penalty for 
every vehicle cone will be greater than zero. Since the last expanding 
vehicle cone will include all remaining streets, its additional cluster 
penalty will be equal to zero. The total cluster penalty (CLUSPEN) at 
every change of vehicle is added to the penalty function resulting in the 
following total penalty function: 
PEN = m*max{2*POST; (-2J*NEGTl + u*max{2*POSW; (-2J*NEGWl + 
c*CLUSPEN. 
where m, u and c are the penalties per unit time, weight and cluster 
penalty. 
7. APPLICATION OF THE HEURISTIC 
In this section we will apply the described balanced sweep heuristic for the 
partitioning of the municipality of Glabbeek in view of balanced waste 
collection (as described in section 1). 
The geographic data was obtained manually. The 87 streets of Glabbeek 
were identified by two unique coordinates in order to reduce the number of 
equal coordinates, that would result in equal polar angle values. Because 
the Tiensestraat generates a much bigger quantity of waste than other 
streets and runs straight from the north of the municipality to the south, 
this street was divided in two parts of equal weight and time. An 
illustration of the geographic data is given in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Full Network of Glabbeek Municipality 
Using historical data on the total quantity of waste collected in Glabbeek 
and the number of inhabitants of the municipality, we approximated the 
amount of waste produced per capita. We received data from InterLeuven 
concerning the P APKA fraction. This fraction represents the monthly 
collection of paper and cardboard and is not sensitive to seasonal 
fluctuations. By multiplying the number of inhabitants of every street by 
the average amount of PAPKA-waste generated per capita, we obtained a 
good estimate of the quantity of waste produced per street. 
For the approximation of the service time, we used the routing reports of 
the InterLeuven lorry drivers as a reference. Because this data was 
incomplete we approximated the service time using the length of a street 
(L), the number of houses (#H) and the truck acceleration (a). We 
assumed that a truck stops at every house, and that the houses are equally 
distributed over the street length, hence creating an average distance 
between houses for every street (AVD). Furthermore, the maximum speed 
of the lorry was set to 35 kmIh. 
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The average distance between houses is defined as A YD, = LJ #H,. The 
distance travelled from standstill (d) is a function of acceleration and time 
(7') 
(1) 
This implies that the time to cover a certain distance from standstill is 
T= (2dlaY'2 (2) 
Since we consider the deceleration of the lorry to be equal to the 
acceleration, covering a distance d entails accelerating till d12. Because 
the maximum speed is limited to 35 km/h (10 mls), the maximum 
acceleration time (t) can be derived as follows: 
t = lOla (3) 
Using (1), (3) and an equal acceleration and deceleration, we can define the 
maximum acceleration distance between houses (maxd) as maxd = IOOla. 
From (2), we obtain the time T, to cover half the average distance between 
two houses (A YDJ 2). This results in T, = (A VDJ aY'2. Therefore, in case 
AYD, ~maxd, street service time (S) can be approximated by 
S, = 2(A VDJ a)1I2 #H, . 
When A YD, > maxd, the lorry will drive the distance (A YD, - maxd) at 
maximum speed. Street service time will then be approximated by 
S, = [2(maxdlaY'2 + (AVD,- maxd)1 IO]#H,. 
In order to match our service times closely to the incomplete set of 
reference times, we set the acceleration of the lorries equal to 1,35 mls2• 
During the pre-clustering procedure dead end streets and streets that do 
not require servicing were eliminated from the network as described in 
section 3. The network after the pre-clustering is represented in figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Network ofGlabbeek municipality after pre-clustering. 
We programmed the balanced sweep heuristic for arc partitioning in C++. 
We derived the centre of gravity (based on the quantity of the waste 
fraction) and used this as the origin for the algorithm. With a capacity of 
10 tons per vehicle, a total of 3 lorries would be necessary to collect the 25 
tons ofPAPKA-waste in Glabbeek. Since stress was being put on the time 
balancing, we accorded more weight to time deviations, setting the penalty 
per unit deviation of time and quantity equal to respectively 3 and 1. The 
cluster penalty was set to be 20 per unit, as will be discussed later. This 
penalty must be high enough in order to have any effect since the relative 
size of the cluster penalty is usually smaller than the time and quantity 
penalty. The output of the partitioning heuristic is presented in figure 3 
and illustrated in figure 4. 
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solution with startcoordinate (98,103) 
Importance of time to quantity: 3 
Importance of clustering set at 20 
Penalty 2126 (of which clustering 800) 
truck 1, time 6878 weight 7830 
street 61 
street 37 
street 18 
street 1 
street 75 
street 27 
street 15 
street 26 
street 42 
street 41 
street 31 
street 13 
street 57 
street 71 
street 69 
truck 2, time 6964 weight 8763 
street 46 
street 2 
street 12 
street 84 
street 67 
street 742 
street 4 
street 30 
street 65 
street 43 
street 3 
street 24 
street 83 
street 55 
street 60 
street 53 
street 8 
street 35 
truck 3, time 6964 weight 8373 
street 741 
street 14 
street 21 
street 87 
street 36 
street 6 
street 79 
street 32 
street 17 
street 22 
street 66 
street 70 
street 34 
Figure 3. Output of the balanced sweep heuristic for the municipality of Glabbeek. 
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Figure 4. Partitioned network using the balanced sweep heuristic for arc partitioning 
If we have a closer look at the results in figure 3, we notice that the time 
differences are very small, as was requested. The desired partition time 
amounts to 6935 seconds. The largest deviation from this mean value is 
the time of truck 1. However, this absolute deviation of 57 seconds 
represents less than a 1% distortion. The other deviations being even less 
than 0,5%, this indicates a very balanced partitioning with regard to time. 
The weight of the different vehicles shows some larger fluctuations. Here, 
the desired partition workload quantity is situated at 8322 kg. Again, the 
largest deviation from this mean value is situated in the first truck. The 
absolute deviation of 492 kg stands for a 6% distortion. To put things into 
perspective it is interesting to consider the average workloads of time and 
weight for the streets of the network. The average time rounds to 452 
seconds, while the average weight is approximately 543 kilograms. In the 
light of these average values, we can conclude that the heuristic procedure 
succeeded in effectively balance the time and weight of the partitions of the 
network. 
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With regard to the clustering, visual inspection shows that the partitions 
are all connected, which coincides with the rather small cluster penalty of 
40. We remark that when the per unit cluster penalty is set too low, the 
algorithm will often produce more balanced solutions with respect to 
partitioning time and weight. However, this improvement is usually 
related to unconnected vehicle cones, which is reflected in a higher cluster 
penalty, but due to the low per unit cluster penalty, this penalty will not be 
sufficient to influence the solution. There is an obvious trade off between 
balance quality and cluster quality. 
In order to check the sensitivity to the per unit cluster penalty, we 
evaluated the solutions for several points of origin with different values for 
the per unit cluster penalty. The change of a more balanced solution to a 
more clustered one often occurred at a per unit cluster penalty of 7. More 
solutions switched to a more connected solution when the per unit cluster 
penalty was further raised. At a value of approximately 21, a new switch 
occurred to some solutions. The new solutions were again less balanced 
and had a lower cluster penalty. Since we were interested in both balanced 
and clustered solutions, we required the per unit cluster penalty to be 20. 
As mentioned earlier, the algorithm generates different solutions according 
to the chosen point of origin. In order to visualize this dependency, we 
present some regions producing the same solutions in figure 5. 
! I 
• SolutIon 1 
• Solution 2 
y 
• Solution 3 
f~ 
• Solution 4 ii' 
• Centre of Gravity 
x 
Figure 5. Sets of origins generating equal solutions 
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The area of solution 1 in figure 5 indicates the set of origin points 
generating the same solution as the one we discussed earlier. We will use 
this solution as a reference for a brief discussion of the adjacent solutions. 
The result of the solution 4 region is less balanced with regard to time, 
more centred with respect to weight, but has a higher cluster penalty. The 
partitioning is almost similar to solution 1. One street is unfortunately 
swapped between partition 1 and 2, creating an unconnected second 
partition. This is not reflected enough in the cluster penalty, which does 
not penalize a partition containing streets that are embedded in a previous 
partition. An addition to the cluster penalty should be programmed, based 
on the adjacency of streets or on the penalization of zero "free" streets 
during the construction of a partition. The partitions of solution 3 are well 
balanced and somewhat more different than those of solution 4. However, 
a similar remark concerning unconnected subpartitions can be made. 
Solution 2 is a less balanced version of solution 3 with only a few streets 
swapped between the partitions in comparison to solution 3. Taking into 
account both balancing and connectivity, the most interesting partitioning 
is, in our view, the one created by solution 1, with as origin the centre of 
gravity. 
8. CONCLUSION AND FuRTHER REMARKS 
In this paper we presented a balanced sweep heuristic for arc partitioning. 
Data is first sorted based on the polar coordinate angle values of nodes. 
Next, the basic idea of the sweep heuristic for nodes is applied on an arc set 
by defining complementary nodes representing the same arc. Furthermore, 
the partitions are balanced by minimizing the absolute deviations towards 
changing targets and a cluster penalty is introduced in order to improve 
the connectivity within the partitions. 
We applied the heuristic procedure on the partitioning of a rural 
municipality in view of a balanced waste collection. With minimal 
computational effort, a well balanced and clustered partitioning was found, 
indicating the effectiveness of the heuristic methodology. Further analysis 
indicated the sensitivity to the per unit cluster penalty and to the location 
of the point of origin. 
Possible directions for future research are numerous and varied. The 
algorithm should need to be tested on other networks and compared to 
known solutions. The sorting procedure should need to be extended to 
clearly deal with the sorting of equal values (for instance based on the 
radius or adjacency). There is room for more experimentation in order to' 
fine-tune the cluster penalty. Some research on this topic could consider: 
the inclusion of adjacency or radius information, the occurrence of in-
partition zero "free" streets, the adaptation of the cluster penalty when the 
fixed ray is involved, .... Next, the algorithm could easily be extended with 
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a backward sweep, which would augment the number of partitions under 
consideration. Another extension of the algorithm could include some 
swapping between adjacent partitions in order to improve the solution 
quality. Finally, research could be done on the use of this algorithm as a 
starting point for other routing and arc partitioning heuristics. 
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